footpaths are sufficiently wide enough to allow for this and wheelchairs/ prams/ mobility
scooters, etc as well.
14.   Dark tinted windows. I notice on some vehicles, windows are so dark that it is impossible
to tell how many people are in the vehicle
15.   Chevrons on the highways to assist drivers in maintaining safe distance from vehicles in
front. Very effective and cheap
16.   There are numerous vehicles which speed through intersections which are yellow
turning red. The introduction of “zones” a maker in the centre of the lane a certain
distance before the lights would ensure that anyone approaching behind the marker
must stop. Those past the marker would be permitted to proceed. Marker placement
would be based on maximum speed allowable for vehicles.
17.   Numerous number plates are inconspicuous (up under trays or tail fins) or partly
obscured 4x4s and vehicles carrying bikes.
18.   There are numerous 4x4’s covered in mud so that number plates, mirrors, indicators, etc
are not visible
19.   Modified vehicles:
a.       Rear brake disablers are used for doing burnouts
b.      Some vehicles have lowered body kits which are far too low and don’t meet the
100mm minimum
c.       Electronically operated muffler diverters – straight out exhaust
d.      Bonnet modifications restricting driver view/visibility
e.      General muffler/excessive noise
How long / many years since a prosecution or conviction for excessive noise in this state?
This also applies to trucks using engine brakes through straight out exhaust.
20.   Standard times for headlights being turned on and off. E.g. in Eastern States, all cars
should be required to turn their lights on say at 6pm during daylight savings (Eastern
Summer Time) and they can be turned off after 6am. Similarly, all cars should turn their
headlights on say at 4pm and off after 8am during Eastern Standard time. This uniformity
would assist in alleviating some of the common practices of cars driving without lights
during twilight hours and after dark.
21.   Following from the above, is there an Australian Standard regarding when headlights
should be on during foggy or wet conditions?
22.   I had a terrifying experience on the Tasman Bridge a while ago when an ambulance right
beside me turned on its siren. Whilst these need to audible, they can be alarming and
potentially cause accidents for unsuspecting drivers being overtaken, A gradual increase
in volume would be much safer
23.   Light and heavy trucks should have horizontal rails between the front and rear wheels as
they do in Europe to help stop pedestrians and cyclists from getting trapped under
wheels.
24.   In regards to Left Hand Drive vehicles in Australia, do they have their head lights
converted to suit driving on the left hand side of the road? Without conversion,
headlights are directed at oncoming drivers which is dangerous.
25.   Doctors and medical professionals (eg: optometrists) should be required to take more
responsibility to inform the Transport Department of suspected unfit drivers. Whether it
is prescription drugs, eyesight, reflexes, general health to be competent to operate a
motor vehicle. I know of cases where people are unable to find their vehicle after
medical appointments who require the receptionist to find their car as they don’t even
know the colour of their vehicle. Simulator tests should be used for testing reaction
times in the case of people on prescription drugs or with physical disabilities.

26.   P-platers should only be able to drive unmodified vehicles for at least two years. A
number of P-plate signs are purposely obscured or hidden by modifications such as tail
fins and dark tinted rear windows.
27.   Similarly, in regards to P-platers, perhaps all occupants in the vehicle (driver and
passengers) should face the fine for any offences undertaken, e.g. speeding, drink
driving, etc. This peer responsibility will assist in decreasing instances of illegal activity
and ultimately increase safety and hopefully prevent loss of life. There is less chance of
young people being passengers with irresponsible drivers.
28.   Do road rules apply to private property in relation to seat belts, road worthiness of
vehicles, alcohol in system, licenses for motor vehicles and quad bikes? If they do not
apply, should they?
29.   Hi visibility safety vests should be in all vehicles for use during breakdowns, etc when on
highways. This is the system in some European countries and it assists with visibility and
safety. No one is allowed out of the car without wearing a hi-vis vest.
30.   Similarly, triangles for alerting “hazard ahead” should be in all vehicles for use in the
event of a breakdown or accident.
31.   It is noticeable that quite a few younger cyclists do not wear safety helmets. All cyclists
should wear reflective high visibility vests at night. In the interests of safety, cyclists
should be wearing Australian Standard reflective vests at all times.
32.   Should texting and/or using a hand-held mobile phone while driving be a criminal
offence under the Traffic Act along the lines of same severity as drink driving. They are
known causes for many accidents and fatalities.
33.   Annual inspections should be undertaken on all vehicles to ensure roadworthiness as per
mainland states. This will assist in addressing illegal modifications as well.
34.   Inspections of indicator lights – some faded lenses are very deceiving on sunny days
making it hard to get a clear understanding of what the driver intends to do, especially at
roundabouts.
35.   An alternative and potentially fairer system regarding penalty fines, would be that fines
for vehicle traffic offences could be related to the value of the vehicle as per the Red
Book Dealer’s Guide. For example, the driver of a $1 million Ferrari would be charged 5%
the value of the car for offences, whilst the driver of a $2000 Commodore could be fined
5% of their vehicle value for the same offence. This would be a much more equitable
system and more likely to be a deterrent to those who have higher incomes and for
whom the fines are a pittance.
36.   Warden system
a.       There are many good drivers and citizens who could be called upon to assist the
authorities in detecting non-compliance. Through the use of a Warden system,
non-compliances could be entered into an online database by the wardens.
b.      Should a particular registration number be detected numerous times, this could
alert authorities that there may be a problem with this vehicle. This removes the
onus from the driver/s as being at fault – they may not be aware of their ongoing
broken taillights, inability to adhere to speed limits, noise, running of red lights,
etc.
c.       Courtesy contact could be made by authorities asking for the issue/s to be
corrected upon first communication. If problems persist the vehicle should be
inspected at a government approved facility at cost to the owner. If all is
compliant, that is great. If there are ongoing problems with the vehicle, one
could only assume the vehicle is faulty beyond repair and as such is deregistered.
37.   Dash Cam Dobbers – Video evidence of dangerous driving practices should be sufficient

